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Have you ever wanted to meet a vampire? Journey into the world of VampiresÂ with this

incredibleÂ adult coloring bookÂ by Jade Summer. Enjoy coloringÂ beautiful and

easy-to-colorÂ images ofÂ seductive vampire women,Â mysterious vampire hunters,Â gothic

romance scenes,Â majestic fantasy animals, andÂ haunting midnightÂ landscapes. Adult coloring

books by Jade Summer are the perfect way toÂ relieve stress,Â aid relaxation, and discover your

inner-artist.Â Every coloring page will transport you into aÂ world of your ownÂ where your

responsibilities will seem to fade awayâ€¦ AboutÂ Jade Summer Jade SummerÂ is a brandÂ owned

byÂ Fritzen Publishing LLC.Â Our team's mission is toÂ help people release their

inner-artistÂ andÂ enjoy healthier livesÂ withÂ reduced stress. Join OurÂ Communityâ€¨View

completed coloring pagesÂ made byÂ fans across the world andÂ share your own creations.Â Jade

SummerÂ books are aÂ gateway to anÂ active and friendlyÂ communityÂ of fellow colorists.

Single-sided Coloring Pagesâ€¨Each image is printed on aÂ black-backedÂ page toÂ reduce

bleed-through. Two Copies of Every Image Enjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color

with a friend, or have an extra copy in case you make a mistake. This book contains 20 unique

images. Includes FREE Digital Version As a special bonus, you can download a PDF and print your

favorite images to color again. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and

make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax...

Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.
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This is a coloring book of mostly female vampires. There are a few males but the focus is generally

on the women. The vampires range from elegant to rather scantily clad pin-up style vampires and

the designs range from romantic to battles scenes. Some of the designs have a hint of manga style

but I would not characterize the book as that.The designs are extremely detailed and have many

intricate and small areas to color. The designs have a beautiful and flowing style with areas to

provide shading and blending if you wish to do so. There are 20 designs in this book which is less

than most others but as the publishing company (Jade Summer) has provided two copies of each

design, it is still a good value.While you can have access to .PDFs when you purchase this book,

my review is based on the book as it is received from . That way you will know what the pages look

like and how they accept color. I like that the publisher provides the digital version as well so you

can choose the paper you wish to use and/or to color the pictures as many times as you

choose.This is what I found while coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring

medium:20 x 2 each Vampire inspired designs for a total of 40 coloring pagesDesigns are printed on

one side of the pagePaper is typical of CreateSpace: white, thin, slightly rough and non-perforated.

The back of the page is printed black.The designs do not merge into the binding. There is a heavy

framing line at the outer edges of the design to give the project a more finished look, especially for

framing.Glue Binding (there is room to cut the pages out if you choose to do so.)Though you cannot

see the bleed-through easily due to the back of the page being printed in black, I recommend the

use of a blotter page when working in this book. I use a page of card stock or several sheets of

heavyweight paper under my working page. It keeps seeping ink and marring dents from ruining the

pages below.Alcohol-based markers bleed through the page quickly.Water-based markers bleed

through in spots.Gel pens and India ink pens leave shadows on back of the page. India ink can

bleed through if you apply heavily or multiple coats.Coloring Pencils work well with this paper. I

found that I could layers the same color for deeper pigment or multiple colors and I could blend

easily using a blending stick. I tested both oil and wax based pencils. I also found that hard lead

pencils leave dents through the paper.

Really pretty pictures. I like that they are printed with a black background. Sometimes the faces

might look a little derpy, but they are cute, so not necessarily a bad thing. I also didn't realize

(probably didn't read) that it came with two copies of each picture. Thought that was pretty nifty as

well.



My mom and I love this adult coloring book, the pictures are lovely and there are copies in the back

incase you want to change the colors or something. It came on time and the thin box it was wrapped

in was easy to open and it came in pristine condition.

I really love this vampire coloring book. It has a lot of detailed pages to keep you super busy. I am

going to purchase another for a gift.

I LOVE this book! But them again, I love vampires, dragons and most things fantasy! The quality of

her books is beyond fabulous! I have received 3 of her books as gifts before buying this one

because I was so impressed. You will love it!

I just love it! She never ceases to amaze me. This book has the coolest pictures to color, this is

definitely one of my favorites of hers.

Just as good as the Selena Fenech books, and repeat 1/2 way through just like them too. Great

pics. Just as described!

love the art work.thos is my first one.got it for the cold fall days ahead here in seattle aerea.october

hobby.
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